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Abstract

For a set S of points in R
d , an s-spanner is a graph on S such that any

pair of points is connected via some path in the spanner whose total length
is at most s times the Euclidean distance between the points. In this paper
we propose a new sparse (1 + ε)-spanner with O(n/εd) edges, where ε is
a specified parameter. The key property of this spanner is that it can be ef-
ficiently maintained under dynamic insertion or deletion of points, as well
as under continuous motion of the points in both the kinetic data structures
setting and in the more realistic blackbox displacement model we introduce.
Our deformable spanner succinctly encodes all proximity information in a
deforming point cloud, giving us efficient kinetic algorithms for problems
such as the closest pair, the near neighbors of all points, approximate near-
est neighbor search (aka approximate Voronoi diagram), well-separated pair
decomposition, and approximate k-centers.

1 Introduction

A subgraphG′ is a spanner of a graphG ifπG′(p, q) ≤ s·πG(p, q) for some constant
s and for all pairs of nodes p and q in G, where πG(p, q) denotes the shortest path
distance between p and q in the graph G. The factor s is called the stretch factor
of G′ and the graph G′ an s-spanner of G. If G is the complete graph of a set of n

points S in a metric space (S, | · |) with πG(p, q) = |pq|, we call G′ an s-spanner of
the metric (S, | · |). We will focus on collections of points in R

d , in settings where
proximity information among the points is important. Spanners are of interest in
such situations because sparse spanners with stretch factor arbitrarily close to 1 exist
and provide an efficient encoding of distance information. In particular, continuous
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proximity queries requiring a geometric search can be replaced by more efficient
graph-based queries using spanners.

There is a vast literature on spanners that we will not attempt to review in
any detail here because our intent is to pursue a relatively new direction: spanner
maintenance under point motion. The readers are referred to a number of survey
papers for background material [2, 14, 32]. Extant spanner constructions are all
static, based on sequential centralized algorithms. Our interest is in devising spanner
data structures for points in a Euclidean space that can be maintained efficiently
under dynamic insertion/deletion as well as continuous motion of the point set.

Maintaining proximity information is crucial in many physical simulations, as
most forces in nature are short range — things interact when they are near. This
is true across all scales, from smoothed particle hydrodynamics in astronomy to
molecular dynamics in biology. We regard collision detection as a special case of
proximity maintenance — indeed many extant approaches to collision detection al-
ready noted the similarity between that task and that of distance estimation between
objects [28]. Of special importance to us is collision or self-collision detection
among deformable objects. We came upon the deformable spanners that form the
topic of this paper while searching for a lightweight combinatorial data structure
that can address the needs of such simulations. Proximity is also important is many
aspects of distributed mobile computing, as in ad hoc mobile communication net-
works. Nodes typically can communicate only where they are within a certain range.
Proximity-based clustering has been widely used as a way to structure networks and
economize on resources [17].

The aspect ratio of a point set S, defined by the ratio of the maximum pairwise
distance to the minimum pairwise distance of points in S, is denoted by α. Our
spanner structure, which we call a DefSpanner (or deformable spanner), is built
on point sets with bounded aspect ratio, i.e., ones where α is polynomially bounded
by the number of points. In terms of simulations, these points can be thought of
as the centers of small elements on which the physical simulation model acts. The
bounded aspect ratio condition naturally applies to modeling deformable shapes
such as vines, ropes, cloth, tissue and proteins [31, 20, 29]. In all these cases, a
deformable object is modeled as a connected collection of small non-overlapping
elements of roughly the same size. Thus the aspect ratio is linear in the number of
elements. Even when connectivity or disjointness is not required, other physical
constraints usually prevent the elements from penetrating too much or drifting too
far apart. An example of a spanner for the backbone of a protein is shown in Figure 1.

We propose in this paper a new deformable (1 + ε)-spanner (given any ε > 0)
for a set of n points in R

d under the Euclidean metric. We study the properties
and applications of such a spanner. Our spanner has O(n/εd) edges. If the point
set has bounded aspect ratio, our spanner will have low degree and low weight,
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Figure 1. A spanner of a protein backbone. The spanner consists of the backbone edges
(black) and a number of additional edges, the shortcuts (light gray). There is a path between
any two backbone atoms with length at most 3 times their Euclidean distance.

i.e., the maximum number of spanner edges incident to any point is O(log α/εd),
and the total weight (length) of all edges is O(MST · log α/εd+1), where MST
denotes the weight of the minimum spanning tree of the point set. Furthermore,
the DefSpanner enjoys the additional advantage that it can be updated efficiently
under both dynamic and kinetic situations. Most previously proposed algorithms
to compute (1+ε)-spanners are all sequential and efficient updates are difficult. To
be specific, in the DefSpanner, insertion or deletion of any point can be done in
time O(log α/εd) in the worst case. When the points move continuously, we study
the kinetic properties of our spanner in the Kinetic Data Structure (KDS for short)
framework [8, 21]. The kinetic spanner changes only at discrete times and has all
the properties of a good KDS: efficiency, locality, responsiveness and compactness.
To our knowledge, this is the the first kinetic spanner data structure. Under the
assumption of bounded apsect ratio, log α can be replaced by log n in all the above
bounds.

It turns out that our DefSpanner construction only depends on a packing prop-
erty of Euclidean metrics: a ball with radius r can be covered by at most a constant
number of balls of radius r/2. Therefore, the spanner, as well as the applications on
all the proximity problems, can be directly extended to the metrics with such prop-
erties, which were defined as metrics with constant doubling dimension [22]. Inde-
pendently, Krauthgamer and Lee [25] proposed a quite similar hierarchical structure
for proximity search in such metrics. They use the hierarchical structure to answer
(1 + ε) nearest neighbor search in O(log α + (1/ε)O(1)) time. Their data structure
can be maintained so that each insertion and deletion takes O(log α loglog α) time.
That work, however, does not address any of the difficult maintenance under motion
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issues that form the focus of this paper.
The focus of this paper are the theoretical and combinatorial properties of this

spanner construction. We plan to report elsewhere on an implementation and com-
parisons with other proximity maintenance methods. However, we discuss certain
aspects of the use of the spanner in physical simulations when appropriate to moti-
vate and justify the choices we have made. In particular, one of our goals has been
to address a deficiency of kinetic data structures in the physical simulation setting.

In the classical KDS presentation, all objects are assumed to move according
to known motion plans. This may be a good model for air-traffic, but it is not
well-suited for modeling deformable objects. In a typical deformable simulation,
elements are moved in discrete time steps by an integrator implementing the phys-
ical model, typically an ordinary or partial differential equation. Thus, after an
integrator step, the KDS has to recover the structure being maintained, even though
the intermediate motions of the elements are hidden from view and possibly multi-
ple certificates have failed. We call this the blackbox displacement model: a ‘black
box’ moves the points and we need to repair the spanner structure after these small
displacements. The general issue of how to repair a geometric structure after small
perturbations of its defining elements can be quite hard. We might hope that we
can correlate the amount of repair needed in the structure to, for example, the size
of the displacements or the number of failed KDS certificates. But this may not be
always possible. As Figures 2 and 3 show, another well-known proximity structure,
the Delaunay triangulation, behaves in highly discontinuous ways.

Figure 2. The points shown are nearly cocircular. The Delaunay triangulation could change
dramatically even when the points move ever so slightly.

Unlike the Delaunay triangulation, however, our DefSpanner is a highly non-
canonical structure: for a given configuration of points, many roughly equally good
spanner structures are possible. Because of that, we can show that our spanner
can be provably and efficiently updated in the blackbox displacement model. The
essential reason is that, among all valid spanners for the current configuration we
can always choose one that is very similar to the one from the previous time step.
In fact, the DefSpanner is the first non-trivial data structure that can be provably
maintained under the blackbox displacement model.
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Figure 3. The points on top move to the left. While only one edge (the thick edge) in the
triangulation after the motion fails the local Delaunayhood test, repairing the triangulation
is very expensive – �(n2) flips are required.

In addition to basic proximity maintenance, our DefSpanner can be used to give
efficient kinetic and blackbox displacement algorithms for several related problems.
For example, we can maintain the closest pair of points and thus have a collision
detection mechanism. We can maintain the near neighbors of all points (to within
a specified distance), and perform approximate nearest neighbor searches (aka get
the functionality of approximate Voronoi diagrams). We also get the first kinetic
algorithms for maintaining well-separated pair decompositions and approximate
k-centers of our point set. So this one simple combinatorial structure provides
a ‘one-stop shopping’ mechanism for a wide variety of proximity problems and
queries on moving points.

2 Specific contributions

We now discuss in greater detail the specific problems we address and the contri-
butions that the DefSpanner data structure makes.

Closest pair and collision detection. The crucial insight here is that before a
pair of elements can collide in a deformable model, any spanner must put an edge
between them (otherwise the bounded spanning ratio condition would be violated)
— see Figure 4. Note also that the closest pair of elements must have an edge in any
(1+ε)-spanner, if ε < 1. Thus the DefSpanner naturally contains the information
we need for closest pair maintenance and collision detection.

Figure 4. Before a collision happens, a spanner edge must connect the colliding elements.

Again, there is a huge literature on collision detection, but relatively little of
it deals with collision detection for deformable objects. The standard approaches
based on rigid bounding volume hierarchies do not extend easily to deformable
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shapes. Such hierarchies would need to be recomputed as an object deforms, often at
considerable cost. One can mitigate the frequency of recomputing the hierarchies by
using larger or looser bounding volumes to allow for some deformation, but then the
efficiency of the intersection tests suffers. Some efforts towards better deformable
bounding volume hierarchies for ‘linear’ objects are the kinematic chains of Lotan
et al. [29], where the hierarchy allows for quick updates after a single, or few, joints
in the chain move, and the combinatorial sphere hierarchy of Guibas et al. [20],
where bounding spheres are defined implicitly through feature points on the surface
of an object. Both of these structures can perform intersection tests in O(n4/3) time
in 3-D. There has also been work based on deformable tilings of the free space
among moving objects [1], but this is currently limited to 2-D.

Compared to these structures, the DefSpanner is much lighter weight. It is a
purely combinatorial structure (edges, specified by pairs of points) of size O(n/εd)

that allows self-collision detection in O(n) time.
All near neighbors search. The all near neighbors search problem is to find

all the pairs of points with distance less than a given value r , i.e., for each point, we
must return the list of points inside the ball with radius r . In physical simulations
such search is often used to limit interactions to only pairs of elements that are
sufficiently near each other. For example, most molecular dynamics (MD) systems
maintain such ‘neighbor-lists’ for each atom and update them every few integration
steps.

A typical MD algorithm performs this task by voxelizing space into tiles of size
comparable to the size of a few atoms and tracks which atoms intersect which voxels.
Since many voxels may be empty, a hash table is normally used to avoid huge voxel
arrays. Atoms are reallocated to voxels after each time step. The simplicity of
this method is appealing, but its performance is intimately tied to a prespecified
interaction distance.

With the DefSpanner, to find all the points within a certain distance r from
a point p, we start from p and follow the spanner edges until the total length is
greater than s · r . We then filter the points thus collected and keep only those that
are within distance r of p. We can show that the cost of this is O(n + k), where k

is the number of pairs in the answer set — thus the method is output sensitive and
the cost of filtering does not dominate.

Well-separated pair decompositions. The concept of a well-separated pair de-
composition for a set of points in R

d was first proposed by Callahan and Kosaraju [12].
A pair of point sets (A, B) is s-well-separated if the distance between A, B is at
least s times the diameters of both A and B. A well-separated pair decomposition
(WSPD) of a point set consists of a set of well-separated pairs that ‘cover’ all the
pairs of distinct points, i.e. any two distinct points belong to the different sets of
some pair of the decomposition. In [12], Callahan and Kosaraju showed that for
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any point set in a Euclidean space and for any positive constant s, there always
exists an s-well-separated pair decomposition with linearly many pairs. This fact
has been very useful in obtaining nearly linear time algorithms for many problems
such as computing k-nearest neighbors, n-body potential fields, geometric spanners
and approximate minimum spanning trees [9, 10, 12, 11, 6, 2, 30, 27, 19, 15].

In fact, many of the spanner constructions for points in Euclidean space use the
well-separated pair decomposition as a tool [6, 2, 30, 27]. The basic idea is this:
the graph defined by taking an arbitrary edge connecting each s-well-separated
pair must be a spanner [9]. The spanning ratio can be made arbitrarily close to 1
as long as we choose a large enough s. Here we show that the other direction is
also true: the DefSpanner we build can be used to generate an s-well-separated
pair decomposition, for any positive s — it suffices to take ε = 4/s in the spanner
construction. The size of the WSPD is linear, which matches the bound by Callahan
and Kosaraju [12]. Since the spanner can be maintained in dynamic and kinetic
settings, the well-separated pair decomposition can also be maintained efficiently
for a set of moving points.

(1 + ε)-nearest neighbor query/approximate Voronoi diagram. The DefS-
panner we propose can be used to output the approximate nearest neighbor of any
point p ∈ R

d with respect to the point set S, in time O(log n/εd). There has been
a lot of work on data structures to answer approximate nearest neighbor queries
quickly [24, 3, 5, 4]. However, they all try to minimize the storage or query cost
and do not consider points in motion.

k-centers. For a set S of points in R
d , the k-center is a set K of points, K ⊆ S,

|K| = k, such that maxp∈S minq∈K |pq| is minimized. The geometric k-center
problem, where the points lie in the plane and the Euclidean metric is used, is
approximable within 2, but is not approximable within 1.822 [16]. However, the
usual algorithms to compute approximate k-center are of a greedy nature [16, 18],
and thus not easy to kinetize. For the dual problem of k-centers, i.e., minimizing the
number of centers when the radius of each cluster is prespecified, efficient kinetic
maintenance schemes are available [17, 23]. Here we show how to compute an
8-approximate k-center by using the DefSpanner. Furthermore, we are first to
give a kinetic approximate k-center as the points move.

2.1 Result summary

We summarize the results below. All the algorithms/data structures are deterministic
and we consider the worst-case behavior. For n points S in R

d , we have,

• A (1 + ε)-spanner with O(n/εd) edges, O(log α/εd) degree, and O(MST ·
log α/εd+1) weight;
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• An O(n) structure for finding all near neighbors in time O(k + n), where k

is the size of the output;

• A (1/ε)-well-separated pair decomposition with size O(n/εd);

• An O(n) structure for (1 + ε)-nearest neighbor queries in O(log α/εd) time,
where α is the aspect ratio of S;

• An O(n) data structure for closest pair and collision detection;

• An 8-approximate k-center, for any 0 < k ≤ n.

Furthermore, if the point set also has bounded aspect ratio, we have efficient
kinetic and dynamic maintenance for the spanner so that each operation takes
O(log α/εd) time — in fact log α can be replaced by log n in all the above bounds.
The kinetic data structures for maintaining the (1 + ε)-spanner, the (1/ε)-well-
separated pair decomposition, the 8-approximate k-center, have the four desirable
kinetic properties of efficiency, compactness, locality, and responsiveness.

3 The Deformable spanner

In this paper we focus on a set S of points in the Euclidean space R
d . Recall that

the aspect ratio α of S is defined by the ratio of the maximum pairwise distance to
the minimum pairwise distance of two points in S. Without loss of generality, we
assume that the closest pair of points has distance 1, so the furthest pair of S has
distance α.

3.1 Spanner definition

A set of discrete centers with radius r for point set S is defined as a maximal subset
S ′ ⊆ S such that the balls with radius r centered at the discrete centers contain all
the points of S but any two centers are of a distance at least r away from each other.
Notice that the set of discrete centers is generally not unique.

We construct a hierarchy of discrete centers such that S0 is the original point
set S and Si is a set of discrete centers of Si−1 with radius 2i , for i > 0. Intuitively,
the hierarchical discrete centers are well-distributed samplings of the point set at
different spatial scales.

The DefSpanner G on S is constructed as follows: we first construct the
hierarchy of discrete centers Si and then add edges of length no more than c · 2i

between points in Si to the graph G, where c = 4 + 16/ε. These edges connect
each center to other centers in the same level whose distances are comparable to the
radius at that level. As pointed out later in Lemma 3.1(3), the edges also connect
each center to the points (or centers) it covers in the next lower level.
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We use the following notations throughout the paper. Since a point p may appear
in many levels in the hierarchy, when it is not clear, we use p(i) to denote the point p
in level Si . A center q in Si is said to cover a point p in Si−1 if |pq| ≤ 2i . A point p in
Si−1 may be covered by many centers in Si . We denote by P(p) one of those centers
and call it the parent of p. The choice of P(p) is arbitrary but fixed. We also call p

a child of P(p). We recursively define P j−i(p) as the ancestor in level Sj of p by
P 0(p) = p, P j−i(p) = P(P j−i−1(p)), and call Ci−1(p) = {q ∈ Si−1|P(q) = p}
the set of children of p in Si−1. We denote Ni(p) = {q ∈ Si | |pq| ≤ c · 2i} the set
of neighbors of p in Si .

3.2 Spanner property

We first prove some properties about the discrete center hierarchy and the spanner.

Lemma 3.1. 1. Si ⊆ Si−1.

2. For any two points p, q ∈ Si , |pq| ≥ 2i .

3. If q ∈ Ci(p) and q �= p, then q ∈ Ni(p), i.e. there is an edge from each
point q to its parent.

4. The hierarchy has at most �log2 α	 levels.

5. For any point p ∈ S0, its ancestor P i(p) ∈ Si is of a distance at most 2i+1

away from p.

Proof: The first three claims are obvious. For the fourth claim, an i-th level center
p ∈ Si has radius 2i . So if 2i ≥ α, the ball centered at p contains all the points
in S. Therefore the height of the hierarchy h is at most �log2 α	. The last claim
holds because there is a path from p ∈ S0 to P i(p) with total length of at most
2 + 22 + · · · + 2i . ��

We are now ready to prove that G is a spanner.

Theorem 3.2. G is a (1 + ε)-spanner.

Proof: For a pair of points p, q ∈ S0 we find the smallest level i so that there is
an edge between their i-th parents P i(p) and P i(q). Denote pi = P i(p), qi =
P i(q), pi−1 = P i−1(p), qi−1 = P i−1(q). To prove that G is a spanner, we show
that the path connecting p, q via pi, qi has length at most (1 + ε)|pq|.

First, we have that |piqi | ≤ c · 2i and |pi−1qi−1| > c · 2i−1. By Lemma
3.1, |ppi−1| ≤ 2i , |qqi−1| ≤ 2i . So |pq| ≥ |pi−1qi−1| − |ppi−1| − |qqi−1| >
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> c · 2i−1

p q

pi−1 qi−1

pi qi≤ c · 2i

Figure 5. There exists a path in G between any two points p and q with length at most
(1 + ε)|pq|.

(c − 4) · 2i−1. Also the length of the path that connect p, q via pi, qi is at most
2i+1 + |piqi | + 2i+1 ≤ 8 · 2i + |pq| ≤ (1 + 16/(c − 4))|pq| = (1 + ε)|pq|. This
proves that G is a (1 + ε)-spanner. ��

3.3 Size and weight of the spanner

By a standard packing argument, we have,

Lemma 3.3. Each point in Si covers at most 5d points in Si−1.

Lemma 3.4. The number of edges any point p ∈ Si has with other points of Si is
at most (1 + 2c)d − 1.

Note that the bound in Lemma 3.3 could be improved. A more careful analysis,
see Sullivan [34], shows that in R

2, the maximum number of children is 19, and in
R

3, 87. In higher dimensions, the number of children is at most O(2.641d).

Lemma 3.5. The maximum degree of G is (1 + 2c)d�log2 α	.

Proof: It follows from Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.1 (4). ��

Lemma 3.6. The total number of edges in G is less than 2(1 + 2c)d · n.

Proof: Note that if G is a DefSpanner and p is a point in G that does not have
any children, then removing p and all edges incident on p from G gives us another
DefSpanner G′ with one less vertex. The lemma follows if we can show that we
can always find a childless point p in G that is incident to at most 2(1+2c)d edges.

Let p and q be the closest pair of points in G and let k = 
log2 |pq|�. As p and
q cannot be both in Sk+1, we assume further that p is not in Sk+1. Since p is at least
2k apart from all points, it does not have any children in level k−1 or below, and thus
it is childless. By a packing argument similar to that in Lemma 3.4, p is incident to
at most (1 + 2c/2j )d − 1 edges in Sk−j , for all 0 ≤ j ≤ log2 c. The total number of
edges incident on p is thus at most

∑log2 c

j=0

(
(1 + 2c/2j )d − 1

) ≤ 2(1 + 2c)d . ��
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Lemma 3.7. The total weight of the spanner is O(MST log α/εd+1).

Proof: First we bound the total weight of all edges in a certain level Si . We
charge the edges in Si to the MST of Si : an edge incident on p(i) is charged to
some MST edges incident on p(i). Each edge of the MST is charged at most
O(1/εd) times, and the weight of the edges in Si is at most c = O(1/ε) times the
weight of the edges in the MST of Si . Thus the total weight of the edges in Si

is at most O(1/εd+1 · MST(Si)), and from that, the total weight of the spanner is
O(MST · log α/εd+1). ��

To summarize, we have,

Theorem 3.8. For a set of n points in R
d with aspect ratio α, we can construct a

(1+ ε)-spanner G so that the total number of edges in G is O(n/εd), the maximum
degree of G is O(log2 α/εd), and the total weight of G is O(log2 α/εd+1 · MST).

Remark. Notice that the hierarchy has at most �log2 α	 levels. We can replace
the logarithm base with any number greater than 1. Specifically if we choose β > 1,
we can build the hierarchy so that for any two points p, q in Si , |pq| ≥ βi . The
hierarchy has at most �logβ α	 levels. Similar to Theorem 3.2, we can show that

the graph constructed is a (1 + ε) spanner when c = max
(
β,

4β2

(β−1)ε
+ 2β

β−1

)
.

4 Construction and dynamic maintenance

The previous section defines a set of properties such that a graph with those prop-
erties is a spanner. In this section we show that we can efficiently construct the
spanner in O(n log2 α) time, where n is the number of points and α is the aspect
ratio of the point set. We also show that we can dynamically insert or remove a
point from our hierarchy, at a cost of O(log2 α) for each operation. In practical
settings where α is a polynomial function of n, the construction of the hierarchy is
O(n log2 n), and dynamic update operations are done in O(log2 n) time each.

To describe the dynamic maintenance of the spanner, we adopt a slightly differ-
ent setting. We assume that the aspect ratio α is always bounded by a polynomial of
the number of points. However, as the points are inserted and deleted, the minimum
separation of the point set may change. To address this, we imagine that we virtually
keep a set of points Si , −∞ < i < ∞, such that Si is a set of discrete centers of
Si−1 with radius 2i . Since the aspect ratio is bounded, there exist m and M such
that there are spanner edges only on Si , m ≤ i ≤ M , M − m = O(log n). We refer
to Sm and SM the bottom and the top of the hierarchy respectively. For each point
p other than the root of the hierarchy, we store the maximum number Mp such that
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level SMp
contains p, and store its parent P(p(Mp)). We also store the minimum

number mp such that p has a neighbor in Smp
, non-empty lists of neighbors of p

in each of the levels between Smp
and SMp

, and non-empty lists of children of p in
all levels below SMp

. We also store the value of m and M for the hierarchy. Notice
that we can always scale the point set so that the minimum separation is 1 and thus
return to the previous setup.

We begin with the following simple yet crucial observation which is used re-
peatedly in this section. It asserts that if there is an edge between two nodes, then
there is also an edge between their parents:

Lemma 4.1. If q ∈ Ni(p) then P(q) ∈ Ni+1(P (p)).

Proof: If q ∈ Ni(p), |pq| ≤ c · 2i . Thus |P(p)P (q)| ≤ |P(p)p| + |pq| +
|qP (q)| ≤ (c + 4) · 2i ≤ c · 2i+1. ��

4.1 Spanner construction

We construct the hierarchy incrementally by inserting points one by one. Suppose
that we already have a hierarchy of n − 1 points. The n-th point p is inserted as
follows. We first pretend that p appears in all levels of the hierarchy and insert
p into the hierarchy from the top level to the bottom level; p(i)’s parent is p(i+1).
From Lemma 4.1, p only connects to nodes on level i whose parents on level i + 1
have already been connected to p. So we compute Ni(p) in each level i in the
hierarchy by checking the distance from p to all its ‘cousins’, i.e., the children of
the neighbors of its parent. We stop if p does not have any neighbor. If p has a
neighbor in the bottom level, we check whether p has any neighbors in even lower
levels and if necessary, decrease m and extend the hierarchy downward. Intuitively,
in this step we do point location from top down by using Lemma 4.1 and connect
edges no longer than c · 2i to p on each level i.

We then traverse the hierarchy from the bottom up and clean up the hierarchy
of discrete centers. We find the highest level Si and the point q ∈ Ni(p) such that
|pq| < 2i . We set the parent of p in Si−1 to be q, and remove p from all levels
Si and above. If p still remains in the top level, we increase M and extend the
hierarchy upward.

Note that we are making two passes through the hierarchy. In each level in
each pass, the work is at most 5d(1 + 2c)d = O(1/εd), and thus the cost of one
insertion is O(h/εd), and the total cost of the construction is O(nh/εd), where
h = O(log2 α) is the height of the hierarchy.
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4.2 Dynamic updates

From the previous subsection, it is clear that we can insert points into the hierarchy
at the cost of O(log2 α/εd) each. In this section, we show that points can be removed
from the hierarchy, again at the cost of O(log2 α/εd) each.

To remove a point p from the hierarchy, we remove p from bottom up. If p has
no children (except itself), we can simply remove p and all edges incident on p in
each level. If p has children, its children would become orphans, and we need to
find new parents for them before we can remove p. We assume q(i) is a child of
p(i+1), q �= p. From (3) in Lemma 3.1, q(i) is a neighbor of p(i) on level i.

From Lemma 4.1, we know the parent of q(i) must be a neighbor of the parent
of p(i), i.e., p(i+1). If there is a neighbor w of p(i+1) that covers q(i), we set q(i)’s
parent to be w and we are done. If not q(i) is not covered by any centers on level
i + 1, and thus it must be inserted into level i + 1. Notice that q(i+1) is a neighbor
of p(i+1), we can recursively either find a parent for q(i+1) or promote q further up.
The neighbors of q can then be computed from top down in a way similar to point
insertion in previous subsection.

Note that the cost of raising a child of p up one level is O(1/εd), and as the
child may end up in the top level, the cost of fixing a child of p is O(log2 α/εd).
Since p could appear in O(log2 α) levels and has O(log2 α) children, removing p

may cost O(log2 α/εd). However notice that for any level Si , all children of p on
or below the level are inside a disk of radius 2 · 2i , and the minimum separation in
Si is 2i . By a packing argument, at most O(1) of the children can end up being in
Si . The total cost of removing a point is thus O(log2 α/εd).

Theorem 4.2. Dynamic insertion and deletion of points in the spanner takesO(log α/εd)

each, α is the aspect ratio. The spanner can be constructed in time O(n log α/εd).

5 Maintenance under motion

5.1 Kinetic data structure overview

We analyze the maintenance of the spanner in the kinetic data structure (KDS)
framework [8, 21]. A KDS tracks an attribute of a moving system over time by
maintaining a set of certificates as a proof of attribute value correctness. In our
case, we would like to maintain a set of certificates showing that the discrete centers
hierarchy is valid, and that the edges are connecting precisely the appropriate nearby
pairs of points in each level. When the points move, the certificates may become
invalid. A KDS event happens when a certificate fails. At each event, we need
to update the certificate set and possibly the spanner. In the KDS framework, the
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motion of the points are assumed to be explicitly known, so that the failure times
of the certificates can be predicted precisely. The KDS processes the certificate
failures in order of the failure time, jumping from one event to the next.

We will show how we maintain the spanner in the KDS framework and vaerify
that our spanner enjoys all the desirable properties of a good KDS. We will then
discuss how to maintain the spanner in practice, when the motion of the points are
given by a black box.

5.2 KDS maintenance

To maintain the spanner G in the KDS framework, we need to maintain the discrete
centers hierarchy and the edges between the centers at each level. First, we keep the
neighborhood information for each node p. We have three kinds of certificates for
this purpose. A parent-child certificate guarantees that a child p is within distance
2i+1 from its parent in level i + 1. An edge certificate guarantees that a neighbor
q of p at level i is within distance c · 2i . A separation certificate guarantees that a
neighbor q of p at level i is of distance 2i away. These three certificates prove the
validity of the discrete centers hierarchy and also detect when the near neighbors
move further away. However, the more difficult part is to detect when two currently
far away points move close to each other for the first time. The key observation
on the spanner hierarchy is that before two points can become neighbors at some
level i, their parents are already neighbors at level i + 1, as shown in Lemma 4.1.
Therefore we only need to keep track of the potential neighbors of a point p, which
are the ‘cousins’ of p, i.e., the centers that are not neighbors of p but their parents are
P(p)’s neighbors. A fourth certificate, potential neighbor certificate, guarantees
that a potential neighbor of p at level i is of distance c · 2i further away. All
certificates are simple distance comparisons among pairs of points. To summarize,
the four kinds of certificates make sure that for each center p in level i, the values
P(p) (if P(p) �= p), Ni(p), and Ci−1(p) we maintain are valid. The failure of four
types of certificates generates five types of events, which are discussed separately
as follows. Let p be a point in level i:

1. Addition of a spanner edge. When a potential neighbor certificate fails, i.e.,
a potential neighbor q of p comes within a distance c · 2i of p, we add an
edge between p and q, making q a neighbor of p. We also update the list of
potential neighbors of the children of p and q.

2. Deletion of a spanner edge. When an edge certificate fails, i.e., a neighbor
q of p moves such that it is further than c · 2i from p, we drop the edge
between p and q, making them potential neighbors. We also update the list
of potential neighbors of the children of p and q.
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3. Promotion of a node. When a parent-child certificate fails, i.e., q = P(p)

no longer covers p, |pq| > 2i+1. p becomes an orphan, and we need to find
a new parent for p or promote it into higher levels. We deal with orphans the
same way as in dynamic updates. We then update the potential neighbors of
p in level i and above.

4. Demotion of a node. When a separation certificate fails, i.e., a neighbor q

of p comes within a distance of 2i , we need to remove one of the two points
from level i. Assume without lost of generality that p is not in level i + 1.
We demote p, i.e., removing p from level i. Each former child t of p in level
i − 1 becomes an orphan, and we deal with each of them as in the previous
event.

The number of certificates for a point in any level it participates is O(1/εd),
and thus the total number of certificates is O(n/εd), and the number of certificates
associated with any point is O(log2 α/εd). Assuming that the motion preserves
the bounded aspect ratio α, the total number of events in maintaining the spanner
under pseudo-algebraic motion is bounded by O(n2 log2 α) since an event only
happens when the distance between two points becomes either 2i or c · 2i for
i = 0, · · · , log2 α.

Note that both the dynamic and kinetic maintenance can also be done exactly
in the same way for spanners with hierarchy expansion ratio β > 1 and c >

max(β, 2β/(β − 1)).

5.3 Quality of the kinetic spanner

There are four desirable properties that a good KDS should have [8, 21]: (i) com-
pactness: the KDS has a small number of certificates; (ii) responsiveness: when
a certificate fails, the KDS can be updated quickly; (iii) locality: each point par-
ticipates in a small number of certificates so that when the motion of that point is
changed, the KDS can be updated quickly; (iv) efficiency: there are not too many
certificate failures in the sense that the number of events is not too large comparing
to the number of times the attribute being tracked changes combinatorially in the
worst case.

As pointed out in the previous subsection, our kinetic spanner has linear number
of certificates, and that each point participates in at most O(log2 n/εd) certificates.
It is also easy to see that the cost to repair the KDS when a certificate fails is either
O(1) or O(log2 n/εd). Our spanner KDS is thus compact, responsive, and local.
As for the efficiency, we first have the following result:
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Lemma 5.1. There exists a set of n points so that any linear-size c-spanner has to
change �(n2/c2) times.

Proof: We consider a necklace of balls in the plane. The necklace consists of three
segments. For the two segments close to the ends, each contains n/c bumps, where
each bump has height c and the distance along the necklace between adjacent bumps
is 2c. The two segments are connected by a bent segment with 2n balls. The total
number of balls in the necklace is 10n. The top segment with bumps is moving
linearly towards the left; the bottom segment remains static. The balls on the middle
segment moves accordingly to keep the necklace connected. Figure 6 shows the
configuration of the necklace at the starting and ending point.

Figure 6. Motion of the points.

2c

2c + 1 1

Figure 7. Lower bound �(n2/c2) for the changes of any linear-size spanner.

Consider the time when a top bump is directly above a bottom bump, so that
the distance between their peaks is 1. See Figure 7. For any c-spanner, there must
be a path connecting the two peaks with length no more than c. Therefore there
must be an edge between some point in the top bump and some point in the bottom
bump, since otherwise any path between the two peaks will be longer than c. So
the total number of edges in the c-spanner that ever appear during the motion is at
least �(n2/c2). Since the spanner starts with O(n) edges. there must be at least
�(n2/c2) changes of any linear-size c-spanner. ��

As the number of events that our spanner KDS has to handle is O(n2 log2 α) =
O(n2 log2 n), we have thus established:
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Theorem 5.2. The kinetic spanner is efficient, responsive, local and compact. Specif-
ically, the total number of events in maintaining G is O(n2 log2 n) under pseudo-
algebraic motion. Each event can be updated in O(log2 n/εd) time. A flight-plan
change can be handled in O(log2 n/εd) time. Each point is involved in at most
O(log2 n/εd) certificates.

5.4 Maintenance in a physical simulation setting

In practice, the motion of the points may not be known in advance. Instead, the
new point positions are given by some physics black box after every time step, and
we are called in to repair the spanner. If the points move a lot, it can be difficult to
repair the structure. However, when the points’ motion is small, we can repair the
spanner efficiently, since the spanner depends only on the pairwise distances of the
points.

We first verify and update the hierarchy from the top down, using update oper-
ations as in the KDS setting. Suppose that we have updated all levels above level i

and we would like to update level i. First we verify that all centers in level i are still
covered by their parent centers in level i + 1. For each center in level i that became
an orphan, we find a new parent for it. Then for each pair of neighbors in level i

that are closer than 2i , we demote one of the two centers and find new parents for
the orphans. Edges in level i are then verified, and updated if necessary.

To show that the hierarchy is correct after the update, we need the following
lemma which extends Lemma 4.1.

Lemma 5.3. Let p, q be centers in level i and r = P(p), s = P(q) in a time
frame. If p, q, r, s do not move more than (c/4 − 1) · 2i in each time step, then in
the next time frame p and q are neighbors only if r = s or r and s are neighbors.

Proof: Let p1, q1, r1, s1 and p2, q2, r2, s2 be the positions of the centers in the two
time frames respectively. If p2 and q2 are neighbors, then |r2s2| ≤ |r2r1|+ |r1p1|+
|p1p2|+ |p2q2|+ |q2q1|+ |q1s1|+ |s1s2| ≤ (c − 4) · 2i + 2 · 2i+1 + c · 2i = c · 2i+1,
and thus r2 = s2 or r2 and s2 are neighbors. ��

Note that the cost of the update consists of the cost of traversing the hierarchy,
the cost of verifying all edges, and the cost of fixing orphans. The cost of traversing
and the cost of verifying all edges is proportional to the number of edges, which is
O(n). The total cost of the update is thus O(n + k log α) where k is the number
of changes to the hierarchy. If we know more about the motions of the points, we
can lower the spanner update cost by computing conservative bounds on the failure
times of various spanner certificates and using the bounds to avoid examining these
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certificates for a series of steps. The topic of tighter coupling between the spanner
maintenance and the integrator module will be discussed in a future paper.

6 Applications

6.1 Spanners and well-separated pair decomposition

We show by the following theorem that the spanner implies a linear size well-
separated pair decomposition.

Lemma 6.1. The spanner can be turned into an s-well-separated pair decomposi-
tion, so that s = c/4 − 1 = 4/ε. The size of the WSPD is O(n/εd).

Proof: For each node pi in the spanner, we denote Pi be the set of all decedents
of pi and pi itself. Now we consider the set C of pairs (Pi, Qi) where pi and qi

are not connected by an edge in some level i, but their parents in level i + 1 are
connected by an edge. |piqi | > c · 2i . Note that all nodes in Pi (or Qi) are within a
distance of 2i+1 from pi (or qi), and thus, the distance between Pi and Qi is at least
(c−4)2i . The diameter of Pi (or Qi) is at most 2i+2. Thus Pi and Qi is s-separated,
where s = (c − 4)/4. Note that each pair of points in the hierarchy is covered by
one and exactly one pair (Pi, Qi) in C. It follows that C is an s-well-separated pair
decomposition. The number of pairs in C is O(n/εd). ��

Theorem 6.2. The s-well-separated pair decomposition can be maintained by a
KDS which is efficient, responsive, local and compact.

Proof: We construct and maintain the spanner. By using the spanner as a supporting
data structure, we maintain the well-separated pair decomposition implicitly by
marking the pairs (Pi, Qi) where pi and qi are not connected by an edge in some
level i, but their parents in level i + 1 are connected by an edge. They only change
when the edges are inserted/deleted. So the total number of events is O(n2 log n),
as per Theorem 5.2. Upon request, a well-separated pair can be output in time
proportional to the number of points it covers.

On the other hand, there exists a set of n points such that any linear-size c-
well-separated pair decomposition has to change �(n2/c2) times. For the setting
in Figure 7, there must be a well-separated pair that contains only the points of the
upper bump and lower bump. The total number of such pairs is �(n2/c2), so is the
total number of changes. ��
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6.2 All near neighbors query

The near neighbors query for a set of points, i.e., for each point p, returning all
the points within distance � from p, has been studied extensively in computational
geometry. A number of papers use spanners and their variants to answer near
neighbors query in almost linear time [7, 13, 26, 33]. Specifically, on a spanner, we
do a breadth-first search starting at p until the graph distance to p is greater than
s · �, where s is the stretch factor. Due to the spanning property, this guarantees that
we find all the points within distance � from p. Furthermore, we only check the
pairs with distance at most s · �. Notice that unlike the previous papers that focus
only on static points, the DefSpanner can be maintained under motion, so the near
neighbors query can be answer at any time during the movement of the points.

Before we bound the query cost of the algorithm, we first show that the number
of pairs within distance s · � will not differ significantly with the number of pairs
within distance �. A similar result has been proved in [33]. The following theorem
is more general with slightly better results and the proof is much simpler.

Theorem 6.3. For a set S of points in R
d , denote by χ(�) as the number of ordered

pairs (p, q), p, q ∈ S such that |pq| ≤ �, then χ(s · �) ≤ 2(2s + 3)dχ(�)+n(2s +
3)d/2.

Proof: We first select a set of discrete centers S�/2 with radius �/2 from points S.
We then assign a point q to a center p if |pq| ≤ �/2. A point can be within distance
�/2 of more than 1 centers. In this case, we assign it to one of them arbitrarily. Any
point is assigned to one and only one discrete center. We say q is covered by p if
p is the assigned center for q. The set of points covered by p ∈ S�/2 is denoted by
C(p), and N(p) = |C(p)|. Note that any pair of points within the same C(p) for
any p are within a distance of � of each other.

We consider the pairs of sets C(p) and C(q) such that the distance between C(p)

and C(q) is at most s ·�. Clearly |pq| ≤ (s+1) ·�, and thus each center participates
in at most (2s + 3)d such pairs. Since all the pairs (p′, q ′) with � < |p′q ′| ≤ s · �

are covered by at least one pair. We try to charge the long ‘inter-distances’ to the
short ‘intra-distances’.

From the inequality ab ≤ a(a − 1) + b(b − 1) + 1 for all real values a and b,
summing over all pairs of p and q such that the distance between C(p) and C(q)

is at most s · �, we obtain
∑

p,q N(p)N(q) ≤ 2(2s + 3)d
∑

p N(p)(N(p) − 1) +
n(2s + 3)d , and thus 2χ(s · �) ≤ 4(2s + 3)2dχ(�) + n(2s + 3)d . ��

Theorem 6.4. For a set S of points in R
d , we organize the points into a structure of

size O(n) so that we can perform the near neighbors query, i.e., for each point p,
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find all the points within distance � of p, in time O(k + n), if the size of the output
is k.

Proof: As we described before, we traverse the s-spanner G by a breadth-first
search and collect the pairs with distance at most s · � that include all pairs with
distance no more than �. We then filter out unnecessary pairs and only keep the
pairs within distance �. From Theorem 6.3, χ(s�) ≤ 2(2s + 3)dk + n(2s + 3)d/2,
where k is the size of the output. We choose s as a constant, the size of the spanner
G is O(n), from Theorem 3.8. ��

We remark that this output sensitivity is not valid on a per point basis. Figure 8
shows an example situation where for point p the number of neighbors within
distance s · � is not proportional to those within distance �.

p

Figure 8. The number of neighbors of point p increases abruptly.

6.3 (1 + ε)-nearest neighbor

An s-approximate nearest neighbor of a point p ∈ R
d with respect to a point set S is

a point q ∈ S such that |pq| ≤ s · |pq∗|, where q∗ is the nearest neighbor of p. We
first show that a (1 + ε) nearest neighbor is embedded in a (1 + ε) DefSpanner.

Lemma 6.5. For a (1+ ε) DefSpanner on a set S of points in R
d , we can perform

the (1+ε)-nearest neighbors query in O(log α/εd) time, i.e., given a point p ∈ R
d ,

find a point q in S such that |pq| ≤ (1 + ε)|pq∗|, where q∗ is the nearest neighbor
of p.

Proof: We construct the (1 + ε) DefSpanner G as before. Firstly, we do a fake
insertion of p. Assume q is the direct neighbor of p in the spanner with the closest
distance, |pq| = x, and q∗ is the nearest neighbor of p. From the spanner property
we know that πG(p, q∗) ≤ (1 + ε) · |pq∗|. On the other hand, since pq is the
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shortest edge attached with p in the graph G, then we must have πG(p, q∗) ≥ |pq|.
This implies that |pq| ≤ (1 + ε) · |pq∗|.

We find such a q, i.e., the closest neighbor of p on the spanner, as follows. Take
the lowest level i where edge pq appears, c · 2i−1 < |pq| ≤ c · 2i . Then for the
level j ≤ i − 1, there is no edge attached with point p. Otherwise that edge would
have shorter distance than pq. Therefore for each point p ∈ S, we take the lowest
level i where p has an edge in the spanner. We take the shortest edge pq among all
the level i edges. q is the (1 + ε)-approximate neighbor of p. The theorem then
follows from Theorems 3.8 and 4.2. ��

Furthermore, if we keep for each point its shortest edge in the spanner, we
can get the (1 + ε)-nearest neighbor of any point p ∈ S by a single lookup. The
maintenance of the spanner implies the maintenance of the (1+ε)-nearest neighbor
information as well. So we have,

Theorem 6.6. For a set S of points in R
d , we can maintain a kinetic data structure

of size O(n/εd) that keeps the (1 + ε)-nearest neighbor in S of any node p ∈ S.
The structure is efficient, responsive, local and compact.

Proof: All we need to prove is the efficiency of the KDS. The example in Lemma 5.1
shows that any linear-size structure maintaining the (1 + ε)-approximate neighbor
has to change (n2ε2) times. ��

So far we build a (1 + ε) DefSpanner to answer and maintain the (1 + ε)-
approximate nearest neighbor query for a specific ε. In fact, to answer the (1 +
ε)-approximate nearest neighbor query, we can decouple the dependency of the
DefSpanner on the parameter ε by using a O(1) DefSpanner as an auxiliary
structure.

Theorem 6.7. For a set S of points in R
d , we can organize the n points into a

structure of size O(n) so that we can perform the (1 + ε)-nearest neighbor query
in O(log α/εd) time, i.e., given a point p ∈ R

d , find a point q in S such that
|pq| ≤ (1 + ε)|pq∗|, where q∗ is the nearest neighbor of p.

Proof: Fix a constant c > 4 and construct a DefSpanner using that constant.
Given an ε > 0 and a query point p, we let t = 2 + 4/ε. To answer the (1 + ε)

approximate nearest neighbor of p, we traverse the DefSpanner top down and
keep track of the set Ki = {q | q ∈ Si, |pq| < t · 2i} as the level i decreases.

First of all, we notice that |Ki | = O(td), for any i, since the points in Si

are at least distance 2i apart. Secondly, we observe that for a point q ∈ S, if
|pq| < t · 2i , then |pP (q)| < t · 2i+1. This is due to the triangular inequality:
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|pP (q)| ≤ |pq|+|qP (q)| < t ·2i +2i+1 ≤ t ·2i+1. Therefore Ki must be included
in the set of the children of Ki+1. So we can construct Ki from Ki+1 in O(td) time.
The total running time of such a traversal is bounded by O(td log α) = O(log α/εd).

At the end of the traversal of the DefSpanner, let q be the point closest to p in
K0. We will show that q is a (1+ε)-nearest neighbor of p. Let q∗ ∈ S0 be the closest
point to p among all points in the spanner. If q∗ is in K0, then clearly |pq| = |pq∗|,
and we are done. If not, let j be such that P j−1(q∗) /∈ Kj−1 and P j(q∗) ∈ Kj . By
definition of q and Lemma 3.1, |pq| ≤ |pP j(q∗)| ≤ |pq∗| + 2j+1. Since |pq∗| ≥
|pP j−1(q∗)| − 2j > (t − 2) · 2j−1, |pq| < (1 + 4/(t − 2))|pq∗| = (1 + ε)|pq∗|.
The theorem is proved. ��

We note that while we need c > 4 in order to construct and maintain the DefS-
panner, if we are only interested in static nearest neighbor queries, a DefSpanner
with c > 2 would be suffice, even though a DefSpanner may not be a spanner
when c ≤ 4.

6.4 Closest pair and collision detection

Theorem 6.8. For a set S of points in R
d , we have a structure of size O(n) to output

the closest pair of the point set.

Proof: We construct the (1 + ε)-spanner G as before. If we take ε < 1, then
the closest pair pq must have an edge in G. Otherwise, since the shortest path
between p, q in G contains at least 2 edges, each of them is longer than |pq|,
πG(p, q) > 2|pq|. This contradicts with the spanner property. To maintain the
closest pair, we simply use a kinetic priority queue [21] to keep the shortest edge
among all the spanner edges. ��

6.5 k-center

For a set S of points in R
d , we choose a set K of points, K ⊆ S, |K| = k, we assign

all the points in S to the closest point in K . The k-center problem is to find a K

such that the maximum radius of the k-center, maxp∈S minq∈K |pq|, is minimized.
We take the lowest level i such that |Si | ≤ k. If |Si | = k, then we take K = Si .

If |Si | < k, we also add some (arbitrary) children of Si to K so that |K| = k.

Lemma 6.9. K is an 8-approximation of the optimal k-center.

Proof: On level i−1 we have more than k points with distance at least 2i−1 pairwise
apart. So in the optimal solution, at least two points in Si−1 are assigned to the same
center. Thus the optimal k-center has maximum radius at least 2i−2. But K has
radius at most 2i+1. So K is an 8-approximation. ��
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Theorem 6.10. For a set S of points in R
d , we can maintain an 8-approximate

k-center. The KDS is efficient, responsive, local and compact.

Proof: We first maintain a constant-spanner under motion. When the nodes in Si

changes, we update the approximate k-center as well. If a node p ∈ Si is deleted
from level i, we add a children of Si to K to keep |K| = k.

The only problem that needs to be clarified is when the number of centers at
level i − 1 becomes k or less. However, since Si ⊆ Si−1 and we take K to be Si and
some children of Si , we thus smoothly switch from level i to level i − 1. The other
event is when |Si | = k + 1, we simply take Si+1. Notice that Si+1 ⊆ Si ⊆ Si−1 so
the update to K is O(1) per event. And K is changed at most O(n2 log2 α) times.

In addition, there exists a situation and a certain k where the optimal k-center
undergoes �(n3) changes, as the example in [17]. In fact, that example shows
that any approximate k-center with approximation ratio < 1.5 has to change �(n3)

times. For a general approximation factor c, there exists an example showing an
�(n2) bound. The details are omitted. So the KDS to maintain 8-approximate
k-center is efficient.

��

Remark Notice that the spanner actually gives an approximate solution to a set
of k-center problems with different k simultaneously. We can maintain t subsets
K1, K2, · · · , Kt such that Ki is an 8-approximation of the optimal ki-center, where
0 ≤ ki ≤ n. The update cost per event is O(t + log2 n).

7 Conclusion

In this paper we have introduced a hierarchical construction that yields a spanner
for a set of n points in R

d under the Euclidean metric. The remarkable property of
this spanner is that is can be maintained easily under point insertion, deletion, or
motion. We have shown that the DefSpanner allows a wide variety of proximity
queries to be answered efficiently and provides the first known structure so capable
that can be maintained under motion.
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